The Higgs amplitude mode is a collective excitation studied and observed in a broad class of matter, including superconductors, charge density waves, antiferromagnets, 3 He p-wave superfluid, and ultracold atomic condensates. In all the observations reported thus far, the amplitude mode was excited by perturbing the condensate out of equilibrium. Studying an exciton-polariton condensate, here we report the first observation of this mode purely driven by intrinsic quantum fluctuations without such perturbations. By using an ultrahigh quality microcavity and a Raman spectrometer to maximally reject photoluminescence from the condensate, we observe weak but distinct photoluminescence at energies below the condensate emission. We identify this as the so-called ghost branches of the amplitude mode arising from quantum depletion of the condensate into this mode.
the ghost branch photoluminescence of the Goldstone mode has been reported [23] [24] [25] , the detection of the ghost amplitude mode has thus far been experimentally elusive, either due to the property that the amplitude mode is decoupled from density or phase fluctuations in the linear regime in conventional superconductors, or the spectral weight is simply too small to detect.
Microcavity exciton-polariton condensates [26, 27] provide a promising testing ground for such quantum many-body phenomena. Exciton-polaritons-half-light, half-matter quasiparticles generated by strong light-matter coupling-inherit a low effective mass and strong interactions from their photonic and excitonic components, respectively, leading to stable BEC at high temperatures. Due to the two-component nature, this system possess an amplitude mode which is an out-ofphase oscillation between the photon and exciton components of the macroscopic wave function [28] . This contrasts with a conventional one-component BEC where no such modes exist.
The polariton system's greatest advantage for the observation of the ghost branch lies in the direct coupling of the photonic component to free photons outside the cavity that can be directly imaged. Whereas atomic BEC experiments rely on time-of-flight or more sophisticated probe techniques to infer the state of the condensate, here the photoluminescence (PL) of the system directly measures the occupation of its photonic component.
II. HIGH-DYNAMIC RANGE OBSERVATION OF THE GHOST BRANCH AMPLITUDE MODE
Here we report the first direct observation of the quantum-fluctuation-induced amplitude mode, where we observe weak but distinct emission below the condensate emission energy. The energy gap agrees well with the expected amplitude ghost mode energy [28] , and the overall structure of the PL spectra is in good agreement with theoretical expectations that we calculate here. Typically, the ghost branch PL is difficult to detect due to the driven-dissipative kinetics 28 and the strong condensate emission that masks the weak spectral weight from the ghost branch. This observation was enabled by ultrahigh-quality microcavities that have increased the cavity lifetime [29] of polaritons that allowed for better thermalized condensates [30] , as well as the use of a Raman spectrometer to maximally reject the condensate emission and achieve a dynamic range of 10 orders of magnitude.
Following the methods used by Sun et al. [30, 31] we form steady-state polariton condensates inside optically generated ring traps. The spectral distribution of the condensate is directly observable in the emitted PL from the microcavity. Unlike previous observations of polariton condensate ghost branches of the Goldstone mode [24, 25, 32] , our condensates are quasi-CW (steady state) and trapped. Excitation densities are on the order of 4 times the condensation threshold, and lower polariton (LP) blueshifts are on the order of 0.5 meV in comparison to a Rabi coupling of ~7 meV.
We do not rely on four-wave-mixing to probe the polariton spectrum [32] , but instead directly observe PL emission from the microcavity in a stable, steady state with no external perturbing field. Therefore, this experiment probes the intrinsic quantum fluctuations of a condensate, rather than modes that are only observable after driving the system or via indirect probes.
The above-threshold PL is collected from the inside of the pump ring. PL is integrated over the NA of the objective (corresponding to wavenumber region | | < = 2.3 μm −1 ) and a ~0.5 mm x 0.1mm spatial-image plane slit, then spectrally dispersed using a Jobin Yvon T64000 triple Raman spectrometer to achieve maximum rejection of the laser-like condensate emission.
Through a careful use of spectrometer, exposure, and filter settings, we stitched spectra together to achieve a precise dynamic range of over 10 orders of magnitude. Such spectra require long integration times and stability of the system on the order of hours. The overlapping of spectra in Figure 1 is an artifact of the stitching process, and the variation of these data gives an indication of the system stability and precision of the stitching process. 
III. QUANTUM FLUCTUATIONS INTO THE AMPLITUDE MODE
Figure 1(a) shows the photoluminescence spectra at different detunings, as a function of the relative energy from the condensate emission energy. All experimental photoluminescence spectra in this paper use the same color-coded spectra for easy comparison. Here, the energy scale is defined relative to the condensate emission at each detuning. Faint but detectable signals on the order of 15-30 meV above and below the condensate signal (plotted respectively as positive and negative energy) are observed. These peaks are assigned according to the discussion in Appendix A. Each spectrum (offset in Figure 1 (a) for clarity) is from a different exciton-photon detuning. The sharp peak at -36 meV corresponds to the GaAs phonon replica of the condensate. We observe a positive energy shoulder at the energy of the upper polariton (UP) at 15 to 20 meV. Critically, a negative energy peak (GP1) is observed at the same energy shift below the condensate as the UP is above it. By comparing to the signal strength of the phonon replica, in Appendix G we confirm that the intensity of this GP1 is much stronger than expected for incoherent Raman-like processes.
These features can be interpreted as the appearance of the normal and the ghost amplitude mode in the broken phase.
A minimal model to qualitatively explain such behavior is given by the Gross-Pitaevskii (GP) equations [9, 33, 34] extended to two components to explicitly treat cavity photons and excitons [28, 35, 36] ,
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Here, ( ) ( , ), ℏ ( ) , ( and we emphasize that the ghost branches are physical: despite dispersing below the chemical potential, they are real excitations around the Bogoliubov vacuum of the system, and occupying them raises the total energy.
The asymmetry in the PL between energies above and below the condensate can be understood from the behavior of ( ). At positive energies the function decays exponentially to zero and the modes are thermally populated up to ℏ~B (where B is the Boltzmann Constant). At negative energies, the function saturates to a constant so that beyond ~B away from the condensate energy, the [ ] ( ) ∼ | ( )| faithfully reflects the spectral weight, making the ghost branches visible.
For comparison with the experiment, we have performed a more sophisticated calculation of the photoluminescence spectrum using the theoretical framework based on the Keldysh formalism developed by two of us [37] for a microscopic model of a driven-dissipative electron-hole-photon system, which takes into account driven-dissipative kinetics, thermalization, pair-breaking effects, and finite linewidth (see the Appendix F for the parameters used). As shown in Fig.   1 (c), the calculations capture the overall structure of the experimental data. The UP and GP1 energies match the calculated amplitude mode energy at 15-20 meV, with increasing energy for more photonic detunings.
We note that the theory predicts maximum intensity of the GP1 peak at resonance, while our data fails to resolve the peak under these conditions. The data exhibit an increasing broad background near resonance (see Appendix D) that overwhelms the faintly visible GP1. In Appendix F, the theoretical model shows the visibility of this mode as highly dependent on the simplified thermalization parameter. Since this parameter does not catch all the detuning-dependent physics of scattering with the bath, the discrepancy here is not too surprising.
The data in Figure 1 (a) also exhibit a faint second negative-energy peak (GP2) between 25 and 30 meV, although we are unable to resolve a positive-energy partner over the exponential roll-off from the UP shoulder. Phenomenologically, this can be understood as the LP condensate coupling to higher energy states. The heavy-hole excitons in our ~7 nm
GaAs/AlAs quantum wells should have a roughly 10-14 meV binding energy [38, 39] , and therefore a closely-spaced ladder of s-like exciton states beginning roughly 10 meV above the 1s and merging into the electron-hole continuum. The Rabi coupling to these higher-lying states is rapidly suppressed due to the exciton wave function while the density of states increases, producing a broad feature that merges into the continuum, in a manner reminiscent of exciton absorption described by the Elliott formula [40] . The spectral weight in higher-lying states drops as the cavity becomes more detuned from them, resulting in a feature that disperses between the 2s state and the continuum as shown in Figure 1 (b). The theory of Figure 1 (c) does not treat the long-range Coulomb interaction (replacing it with a contact interaction between fermions), and therefore is not expected to capture additional exciton bound states or Coulomb correlations in the electron-hole plasma that lead to this peak in the emission before the onset of the continuum.
The concept of the amplitude mode is developed in terms of the single, complex-scalar order parameter of the [43, 44] the 2012 observation at LHC). GP1 and GP2 both give rise to fluctuations out of the condensate into gapped states-each representing a discrete frequency of oscillation of the particle number. As such, both modes can be viewed as "generalized amplitude modes" relevant to other condensate fields, including theories beyond the Standard Model.
IV. LOW-ENERGY EXCITATIONS OCCUPIED BY THERMAL DEPLETION
Finally, we examine a family of distinct features we observe in a much narrower energy range, within 3 meV of the condensate energy, plotted in Fig. 3 . Much like the collective modes discussed above, these peaks appear as mirrored pairs around the condensate energy with differences in intensity that can be understood from the Bose distribution function at positive and negative energies. Rather than originating from the homogeneous polariton condensate, we interpret these features as arising from the discrete levels of the trapped polariton condensate as well as the thermalization dynamics of hot, untrapped polaritons. These features are particular to our experimental configuration and are not captured by the general theory of Fig. 1(c) .
To understand the origin of these peaks we consider our trapped condensate: to achieve sufficient trapped densities, Much like previous theory [33, 45] and experiment [24, 25, 32] which focused on the continuous Bogoliubov dispersions that exist in an infinite polariton condensate, the current theory of Figure 1 (c) does not account for confinement effects and so cannot be expected to generate the observed features in the spectrum. Qualitatively, however, their interpretation is similar to the continuous modes. The trap gives rise to additional discrete features in the density of states, such as those into which condensation has been observed [31, 46] . These are populated to different extents by thermal occupation and quantum depletion, and so produce mirrored peaks of different magnitude on opposite sides of the condensate emission.
A more detailed theoretical and experimental study of the fluctuations of the condensate into these discrete states would be interesting in its own right, but this is beyond the scope of the current work.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We have observed PL from a long-lifetime microcavity polariton condensate that is consistent with quantum fluctuations from the condensate into its collective amplitude modes. A pair of positive-negative peaks (UP and GP1) are seen to agree with the predictions of our random-phase-approximation based theory that includes driven-dissipative kinetics and thermalization effects; this amplitude mode approximately tracks the UP-LP energy gap as we vary the exciton-photon detuning which is consistent with long-standing predictions of the amplitude mode in polariton condensates. Moreover, this state is observed from direct photoluminescence emission from an unperturbed, steady state condensate.
At slightly more negative energy shifts, we observe a second ghost branch peak, GP2. The energy scale of this state suggests it may possibly correlate with the manifold of excited hydrogenic exciton levels, although such physics is not included in the theory that we use to interpret the lower energy peak.
Additionally, we sometimes observe a ladder of states within 2-3 meV of the condensate. The energy spacing of the states, and their occasional appearance, is well explained as the excited states of an optically-confined ~5 μm polariton condensate. Whenever these states are clearly observed at positive energy, there are corresponding negative energy peaks. While current theory and experiment search for a Bogoliubov continuum within this energy scale of a polariton condensate, these results suggest that gapped amplitude modes may emerge from the trapped polariton spectrum.
While the standard derivation of the Higgs amplitude mode for a simple condensate predicts only a single amplitude mode, a more complicated system with numerous branching interactions must have a family of excitation modes for the condensate. Such modes allow for the fluctuation of the condensate particle number at different frequencies, and each can therefore be viewed as a sort of "generalized amplitude mode" in similar fashion that composite 
APPENDIX A: SAMPLES AND EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
GaAs-based microcavities used here are the same high Q-factor design as that studied in [29] . Such long cavity lifetimes increase accumulation of polariton density for a given pump fluence and make condensation more accessible.
Moreover, the increased ratio of lifetime to relaxation time results in better equilibrated condensates [30] .
These microcavity structures include a tapered thickness that results in a gradual variation of the exciton-photon detuning vs sample position. This enables probing different detuning (and therefore polariton character) by translating the sample.
Using a spatial light modulator (SLM) we imprint an axicon phase profile onto a stabilized pump laser tuned to about 100 meV higher energy than the lower polariton state. This ensures that any coherence and polarization of the exciting laser is lost as carriers cool into the polariton states. The ring diameter and focus can be adjusted on-the-fly using the SLM and intermediate optics, and the carriers generated in the ring create a barrier in the energy landscape of the lower polariton, causing polaritons to accumulate inside the ring. To mitigate laser heating, we chop the CW laser at 360 Hz with a 13.7% duty cycle. We pump at normal incidence and collect the photoluminescence through the same 0.28 NA objective.
Spectra are collected on a Jobin Yvon T64000 triple Raman spectrometer to achieve required spectral rejection.
High dynamic range spectra are assembled from combining data from a wide range of exposure and filter settings as well as carefully selected grating settings.
APPENDIX B: RING SIZE AND RESOLUTION OF TRAPPED STATES
The energy spacing resolved in Fig. 3 is consistent with a polariton condensate trapped in a ring diameter on the order of 10 μm, consistent with the conditions of this study. Too small of a ring diameter (when ring diameter ~ pump focus resolution or exciton diffusion) washes out the trapping potential and the polaritons become untrapped. At the other limit, too large of a ring diameter will reduce the local excitation density along the ring perimeter, reducing the potential energy barrier and the polaritons will again become untrapped (starting with the excited states). Additionally, local defects can perturb the condensate. In particular, our structures exhibit accumulated strain in the AlAs/AlGaAs
DBRs exhibit a network of defect planes (such as seen in Fig. 4 ) that appear to act as line barriers to the polaritons as seen in other strained systems [47] . This network of defects limited the maximum condensate size in some regions of the sample in order to exclude defects from the ring. We only observe these peaks in about half of the spectra taken. Their appearance does not correlate with detuning (peaks were resolved over the entire range of detunings studied). Thus, we attribute their appearance as hypersensitive to the trap diameter, barrier height, and local defects. If the trap is deep enough to support excited bound states, and the interlevel splitting is large enough to resolve, then we should expect to observe a ladder of thermally or kineticallyoccupied excited states in the condensate. As ring diameter was optimized only to achieve condensation at each detuning and avoid defect lines, it should not be surprising that we only sometimes fall within the "goldilocks zone" of parameters that resolve these trapped states.
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APPENDIX C: QUANTITATIVE ASSIGNMENT OF UP, GP1, GP2, AND RELATED ERROR BARS To extract the negative peaks, we do a least-squares fit to the logarithmic data in the energy range of -40meV <= ΔE <=-5meV after excluding outliers due to CCD defects or the phonon replica. It is critical to heavily weight the data or calculate the error on a logarithmic scale to be sensitive to features over 10 orders of magnitude. The background is modeled with three Lorentzians: one to account for the condensate emission, one to model the turn up at negative energies (due to substrate emission, see Appendix D), and a third at ΔE>-5 meV to allow for the manifold of excited states seen around the condensate. The modes of interest, GP1 and GP2 are modeled as Lorentzian lineshapes, only including GP2 when the data merits it. Alternate fitting models (not shown) were tested in addition to the above empirical prescription in order to test the validity of these fits. The results of the fits are qualitatively in agreement, and the variation between the fit results was used to set the error bars in Fig 1d. Qualitatively, this error accounts for the uncertainty in the background model and the range of data that the user includes in the fitting.
We identify a positive energy shoulder (UP) in the range of 15-20 meV above the condensate. At higher energy shift, the PL counts decrease with a much steeper exponential falloff, and the energy of this shoulder is consistent with the energy of the upper polariton at each detuning measured.
APPENDIX D: VISIBILITY OF GP1 AND GP2 AND SUBSTRATE LUMINESCENCE
The theory ( Fig. 1(c) ) clearly indicates that the amplitude mode (GP1) should exhibit a larger intensity near resonance and decrease at photonic detunings. However, the data of Fig. 1(a,b) only resolve this mode at moderate photonic detunings. We observed an unexplained broad background that increased in amplitude close to resonance, seen clearly when we plot absolute counts/s in Fig. 5 . Here the background at resonance is 1-2 orders of magnitude higher than at photonic detunings, which obscures GP1 and GP2 just as it obscures the phonon replica at -36meV. The origin of this background isn't well understood, but it could be related to the intrinsic linewidth of the condensate (i.e. due to disorder in the exciton), spectrometer broadening (e.g. spectrometer slit widths), or due to an encroaching pump barrier (pump ring diameter had to be reduced to encourage condensation of less-mobile excitonic polaritons). Also see Appendix F for an analysis of the lineshapes of the theory results and how these are impacted by the thermalization parameter.
When fitting for GP1 and GP2 (see Appendix C), we must account for luminescence from excited carriers in the substrate that is filtered by the long-wavelength transmission of the distributed Bragg reflector (DBR). This is seen in Fig.   6 . Frame (a) shows a calculated transmission curve for the DBR in our device. Frame (b) shows a representative spectrum extended out to more than 100 meV red-detuned from the condensate. The polariton states exist within the highly reflective stopband of the DBR, while the hot substrate recombination can leak through the cavity outside that stopband. Here we only claim a qualitative agreement because the transfer matrix calculation only uses an approximate index model for the materials. From physical perspective, = LP [37] . Linearizing the GP equation (1) . (2) In the normal state |Ψ 0 | 2 = |Ψ 0 | 2 = 0, consists of two redundant matrices on the block diagonal; as can be seen explicitly in Eq. (S1), this redundancy cancels in the spectrum and only the positive-frequency set of propagating modes is visible. In this case, the spectrum ( , ) simply exhibits a delta function peak at the normal mode,
The Hopfield coefficients are
with ℏ ( ) = ℏ ( ) + and ( ) 2 = (ℏ + 2 ) 2 − | 0 | 2 , plotted in Fig. 2 . As originally pointed out in Ref. [28] , the mode with the eigenenergy ℏ ,G + , is associated with the amplitude fluctuations, which is the ghost amplitude mode GP1, our central scope of this paper.
APPENDIX F: MICROSCOPIC ANALYSIS
Our microscopic theoretical analysis performed in the main text follows the method developed by two of us in Ref. [37] .
In this section, we provide a brief description of the model and the method of our microscopic analysis, along with the parameters used in Fig. 1(c) in the main text. We emphasize that the parameters used in our microscopic model are directly extracted from the measurements, except for one phenomenological parameter that controls the linewidth of the spectrum. For more details, such as the explicit expression of our Hamiltonian and the computation method, we refer to Ref. [37] .
Our model is schematically shown in Fig. 7 . Here, the system, which consists of electrons, holes, and photons, is attached to a photon vacuum and an electron-hole bath. The coupling between the electron-hole bath and the system enables the electrons and holes to be injected into the system and get thermalized with the rate e and h , respectively (where we set e = h = for simplicity). The injected electrons and holes, which have the kinetic energy = ℏ 2 2 2 eh + g 2 (where eh is the effective mass of the electron and the hole that is assumed to have the same mass for simplicity and g is the energy gap of the semiconductor material), pair-create/pair-annihilate photons via the dipole coupling in the system. The created photons, which have the kinetic energy , ℎ = ℏ cav + ℏ 2 2 2 cav (where cav is the cavity photon effective mass), leak out to the photon vacuum.
The electron-hole bath and the photon vacuum are assumed to be large enough such that they stay in equilibrium.
The bath electron-hole distribution is characterized by the bath chemical potential b and temperature b , given by ( B is the Boltzmann's constant),
Here, the bath chemical potential b controls the pumping rate. The occupation of the photon vacuum is absent, i.e. v ( ) = 0. With this setup, the system eventually reaches a nonequilibrium steady state by reaching a balance between the electron-hole pumping and the photon decay.
In the system, the electrons and holes Coulomb interact with each other to form an exciton in the dilute limit at the energy level ℏ X = g − bind X , where bind X is the binding energy of the exciton. This enables us to define the detuning parameter = ℏ cav − ℏ X . We briefly note that, in our analysis, we have assumed, for simplicity, a contact-type interaction with a coupling constant − < 0, instead of the realistic long-range Coulomb type interaction between the electrons and holes. We expect this simplification to have only a little impact on the excitation properties (except for the rise of the secondary ghost peaks (GP2) that we argue to be originated from the higher order Rydberg series), at least in Figure 7 : Model driven-dissipative electron-hole-photon gas, where the system is attached to an electron-hole bath and a photon vacuum. Electrons (holes) are incoherently supplied to the system with the rate (ℎ) (where we put = ℎ = for simplicity). the low density regime, where the detailed properties of the attractive interaction that binds the electron and the hole would not be so important.
To compute the photoluminescence spectrum of the above model, we have performed a generalized random phase approximation combined with the Hartree-Fock-Bogoliubov approximation [37] . In this approach, we first determine the nonequilibrium steady state within the meanfield approximation for a given parameter set, and then calculate the fluctuations around the obtained steady state that directly relates to the photoluminescence spectrum,
where is an annihilation operator of a cavity photon. These are computed to be consistent with the meanfield approximation used for the computation of the steady state, by utilizing the Keldysh diagrammatic techniques. We refer to Ref. [37] for details.
In our measurement, the photoluminescence spectra are collected and integrated over the NA of the objective. This corresponds to integrating [ ] ( ) over momenta as,
with a sharp cutoff = 2.3 m −1 .
Below, we list the parameters used in our calculation, that are chosen to be as consistent to the experiment in the main text as possible. We have chosen = 5.2 meV/ m^2 to reproduce the exciton binding energy bind X = 10 meV,
where we have used the parameter eh = 0.068 0 ( 0 is the electron mass). Similarly, we have chosen = 1.7 meV/ m 2 to reproduce the measured Rabi splitting of 2 = 14 meV in the dilute limit. (See the Appendix A in Ref.
[37] for more details.) We set the photon decay rate to = 0.03 meV, which corresponds to the cavity photon lifetime of = 140 ps. The photon mass is cav = 3 × 10 −5 0 where 0 is the mass of the bare electron. The photon density is fixed to be ℎ = 180 m −2 , which gives a blue shift to the condensate of order ∼ 0.1 − 1 meV.
The phenomenological parameter that roughly corresponds to the thermalization rate, unfortunately, cannot be directly extracted from the experimental data. Here, we provide in Fig. 8 the -dependence of the photoluminescence spectrum. As seen here, the ghost branch can easily be masked by the linewidth (see Appendix D). In Fig. 1(c) , we have set = 4 meV to yield a comparable overall structure to the experiment.
APPENDIX G: COMPARISON OF GP1 TO INCOHERENT RAMAN SCATTERING
In the main text, we noted that a Raman-like Stokes line appears for the longitudinal optical (LO) phonon at an energy 36 meV below the polariton ground state, with a spectral width matching that of the condensate. The question naturally arises whether the other lines below the polariton ground state could be interpreted similarly. In the case of the phonon Raman-like line, a phonon is emitted during the photon emission process. In principle, the same could occur for electronic excitations, e.g., a second polariton could be kicked up to a higher excited state during the photon emission process. Such a process can occur for incoherent, non-condensed polaritons.
To estimate the likelihood of such a process, we can use the optical phonon Stokes line as a benchmark and compare the cross-section for incoherent electronic excitations to this. The scattering diagram for the optical phonon emission process is shown in Fig. 9(a) . We assume that the momentum of the polaritons is negligible, i.e. in the ground state or nearby. Following the rules for Rayleigh-Schrödinger diagrams (see, e.g., Ref. [48] , chapter 8), we write the rate for this process as where is the electron charge and is the effective permittivity, and ℎ is the photon emission vertex.
By comparison, for the process shown in Figure 9 (b), we assume a hard-core interaction for the polaritons, in which case the matrix element is where have substituted ~/ℏ . Using ℏ = 36 meV, taking the upper bound for the value of g given above, and using the polariton density ~10 8 cm -2 for a typical polariton density near condensation, we obtain
In other words, if the extra lines are Raman-like, incoherent scattering processes, they should have spectral weight about 10 -4 times the spectral weight of the LO phonon line. In the experiments, however, these lines have roughly the same or greater spectral weight as the phonon line, indicating that they cannot be explained this way, and that the condensate properties are crucial for understanding them.
